05351 Dollmaking for Fun and Relaxation
Winter 2017
Sunny Birklund    sbduende@msn.com

Supplies list

• portable sewing machine - in good working order!
• sewing notions - thread, needles, stitch ripper, pins, tape measure, etc.
• large and small pair of sharp sewing scissors
• assorted cotton and muslin fabrics for bodies and clothing, as needed
• plain lightweight interfacing for pattern making
• long ball point bodkin and small straight hemostat for stuffing and turning
• embroidery thread for face and fiber for hair, as needed
• notebook and pencils for designing and notetaking

other tools and supplies will be demonstrated as needed

Some recommended books for inspiration:
Prairi People, Cloth Dolls to Make and Cherish by Marji Hadley and J. Dianne Ridgley
The Tortilla Quilt by Jane Tenorio-Coscarelli
Dolls to Make for Fun and Profit by Edith Flack Ackley
Sew Sunny Homestyle by Tone Finnanger

These can be found on Amazon.

Also look at photos on Pinterest!